Czirjak, Liane (Instructor)

Presentations

Czirjak, Liane (Presenter & Author), LaDuke, Lori (Presenter & Author), Mellen, Sarah (Presenter & Author), Association Business Communication 87th Annual Conference, "Challenges to Teaching Business Communications: Aligning our Teaching with the Post-Pandemic Learning Gap 2," Assoc Business Communication (ABC), virtual. (October 2022).


Czirjak, Liane (Other), BSBA 75th Anniversary Celebration, "Client Based Experiential Learning (MKT220/SBS220 GE project)," Suffolk, campus. (April 7, 2022).


Mellen, Sarah (Presenter & Author), LaDuke, Lori (Presenter & Author), Czirjak, Liane (Presenter & Author), Annual Conference, "Preparing for the Campus Teaching Tsunami: Aligning Curriculum for Post Distance Learning Students," Association for Business Communication, Virtual. (October 2021).

Czirjak, Liane (Presenter & Author), Zhu, Zhen Jane (Co-Chair), Wang, I-Chen (Co-Chair), CTSE Symposium for Teaching & Learning, "Creating Mixed-Team Learning Experience to Enhance Global Awareness While Staying Local," CTSE, Suffolk. (May 2021).


Burke, Brendan (Presenter Only), Riley, Tracey J. (Presenter Only), Czirjak, Liane (Presenter Only), Grenier, Lauren (Presenter Only), Peterson, Hillary (Presenter Only), 2019 Symposium on Innovation in Teaching and Learning, "Connecting on Campus: Designing Mentoring Opportunities for Students at Suffolk," Suffolk University, Boston, MA. (May 14, 2019).
Czirjak, Liane M (Presenter & Author), Sparaco, Kathleen, Robinson, Elizabeth (Presenter & Author), Stillman, Elizabeth (Presenter & Author), Symposium on Innovation in Teaching & Learning, "Teaching (and learning from) International Students," Suffolk University. (May 14, 2019).

Robinson, Elizabeth Anne (Presenter & Author), Czirjak, Liane (Presenter & Author), Elizabeth, Stillman (Presenter & Author), Symposium on Teaching and Learning, "Inclusive Strategies for Engaging with International Students," Suffolk University Center for Teaching and Scholarly Excellence, Sargent Hall, Suffolk University. (May 2018).